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Parshat Shemini 5780 

In this week’s sidra at chapter 10 verse 16, in most chumashim it is indicated, 
between the words “dorosh dorash” that this marks the half way point in the Torah 
in respect of words. The Masoretic text states that the word “dorosh” completes 
the first half and “dorash” starts the second half. 

In chapter 11 verse 42 we are told by the Masoretic text that the vav of the word 
“gachon” marks the midpoint in the Torah in respect of letters and that also this vav 
is an enlarged vav. 

On daf 30a of gemara kiddushin, it states that Rav Safra, in the name of Rabbi 
Yehoshua ben Chananya asked the meaning of the passuk in the Shema 
“veshinantam levanecha” ? He suggests that you don’t read it “veshinantam”, from 
the root of sheni meaning two and therefore meaning to go over or re-study, rather 
read it “veshilashtam” from the root of shalosh meaning three.   The gemara goes 
on to derive from here that a person should divide each of his days into three parts, 
one third to study tenach, one third Mishnah and one third Talmud. 

Says the gemara, because the early Sages devoted so much time to the study of 
Tenach they were called “Soferim” because they counted all the letters of the Torah 
and they would say the vav in the word gachon was half the letter of the Torah. 
Dorosh dorash was the midpoint in words and Vayikra 13 passuk 33 was the 
midpoint for verses. In the verse of Psalms 80.14 the letter ayin of the word miyaar 
is the mid-point of the book of Psalms. 

Rav Yoseif, in the gemara, wants to know whether the word “gachon” was the last 
word of the first half or the first of the latter half. The chachamim suggest that a 
sefer Torah be brought and so the words can be counted as Rabba bar Chana once 
did. Answers Rav Yoseif, we cannot resolve the issue like they did, since Rabba bar 
Chana and his generation were experts in the text and whether words were written 
malei or chaser (full or lacking) and we are not. The gemarra then goes on to 
discuss the mid-point in respect of the verses. 

 The problem is that our tradition is that the number of letters in the Torah is 
304,806, which would make the middle letter in Vayikra 8 passuk 28 some 5000 
letters earlier. The middle word in the Torah is actually Ha’mizbe’ach, occurring in 
Vayikra 8 verse 28. 

Although according to different counts the number of words maybe 304,805 or 
304,801. This confuses the picture further. There is also a discrepancy about the 
number of verses in the Torah, 5844, 5845 and according to the gemara 5888. 

Rabbi Yitzchak Yosef Zilber came up with an ingenious solution to this conundrum. 
He states that in the Torah and indeed throughout the Tenach there are letters 
which are different from the rest – usually because they are either smaller or larger. 
He states that in the Torah there are 16 or 17 such letters (depending on whether 
the broken vav at the beginning of parshas Pinchas is counted). Of these, the 9th or 
middle one is the vav of the word Gachon. In other words when the gemara refers 
to the middle letter of the Torah it means, not the midway point of the whole Torah 
but rather the middle “unusual” letter. 

He strengthens this explanation by the fact that the middle letter of Psalms, the 
ayin, as referred to above, is another unusally formed letter and is the middle one 
of such 5 or 7 in the sefer. It certainly is not the mid-point of the book. 

His explanation for the middle word is equally intriguing. He states that there are 77 
instances of double words in the Torah. The 39th one – the middle – is dorosh 
dorash in our sedra. It is not therefore the middle word of the Torah but the middle 
of the doubled expressions. 

Professor Menachem Cohen of Bar Ilan university points out that this rationalistion 
does not fit into the plain understanding of the braita quoted. The gemorra, he 
says, is talking about the complete number of words and letters etc. Furthermore, 
the actual number of strange letter and double words is in his view questionable. 

Two possible solutions he advances are that either we have different texts (and he 
brings rishonim etc to support this possibility) or the soferim made a mistake – after 
all they had to count the letters without modern technological aids – a very difficult 
undertaking to perform accurately. 

I will conclude with the words of the Torah Temimah who comments on the word 
gachon and the gemorra in Kiddushin stating that the letters have been counted 
and this is not the half way point and this is without doubt because we are not 
expert in complete and incomplete words, unlike the sages of the Talmud who 
were.      


